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1: Golf In The Zone, How Can I Stay In It On The Course? Video
is a mental golf coach and lives in Washington DC. He is the founder of Golf State of Mind, a teaching program
designed to help golfers conditions their minds to overcome fear and play with confidence.

Golf In The Zone State: It can happen to 40 handicappers as well as scratch golfers. When a golfer is in the
Zone State, he has let go of all of the restrictions imposed by conscious irrelevant thoughts. The golfer has
created the reality that he wants to happen. His mind and body are harmonized before the swing so the swing
happens without any thought or effort. Golf is different from other sports. In many other sports there is no
time to think and the body reacts to the situation. It has been proven that Professional basketball players make
more shots around the basket when the opposing player has a hand in their face and they have to shoot
quickly, than when they take the time to aim the ball and shoot and think about missing. In golf, the ball waits
for us and we spend too much time in extraneous confusing thoughts. When a golfer is in the right state of
mind he can access his peak performance throughout the round. In this Zone State, golfers feel as if they are in
a trance, in a heightened sense of awareness where they have total control of all aspects of their game. Some
golfers say they experience a sense of euphoria which includes total calm, ease and effortlessness in swinging
and an enhanced sense of intuition. There is also an increase in power. Crisper, longer and more accurate shots
result from the magnified sense of feel and awareness. Golfers have intensified concentration and mental
clarity such as seeing a line on the green. In this trance, the golfer sometimes experiences being on automatic
pilot as if someone else is swinging the golf club for him. Ted Williams commented that when he was in the
Zone, he felt as if the baseball was stopped at the plate, waiting for him to swing at it. John Brody, the San
Francisco 49ers quarterback perceived the opposing line stopped when he was in the zone. He felt as if he had
all day to throw the football downfield. What do all these experiences have in common? Time stands still for
athletes when they are totally focused on being in the process of performing. When we are playing golf well
we also have a distortion of time and are lost in the enjoyment of the game. We bombard our mind with
instructions on how to swing the golf club. We judge our performance unmercifully. We get wrapped up in
negative feelings of incompetence, failure, doubt, and embarrassment. In our society we have been educated to
"try harder". We are taught that the more physical effort we put into something, the more likely we are to
succeed. This is very evident in the statement we have been hypnotized to believe, "No pain, no gain". For
golfers, a more appropriate axiom is, "To gain control, You have to let go of control". Once you have learned
how to swing the golf club, you must LET GO and TRUST that the proper message will be sent from your
unconscious mind to your physical body when you are on the golf course. You have then bypassed your
conscious analyzing, thinking, controlling mind and just reacted to all the learning and habits which are stored
in your unconscious mind. If you are thinking about parts of your swing while you are swinging, you are
controlling or steering the club with your conscious mind. This results in jerky, inconsistent, off-balance,
out-of-tempo, off-line shots. When you are driving your car on I going south and you slip into a dreamy state
of getting to Florida and playing golf, the car is steered smoothly by your unconscious mind. To enter into the
Zone State a golfer must trust his swing and be prepared to allow it to happen. A rhythmic movement such as
walking, humming or whistling your favorite tune can move you into a relaxed state on the golf course.
Movement into the zone includes all the physical and mental preparation for a round of golf. Prepare yourself
in the way you are most comfortable for your personality to become relaxed and confident. If you are a
sociable person, converse with your fellow golfers. If you like to prepare alone, go to a place at the end of the
range or green where you have quiet and solitude. Know that you are experiencing your peak potential
performance and enjoy every minute of it! The Club Golfer, January
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2: Golfing in the Zone by Toby Miller (, Hardcover) | eBay
Golfing in the zone - how to make it a reality! We all want to golf in the zone, and of course many of us have. In fact if
you've golfed at all you know what it's like to golf in the zone.

Anchor Hypnosis Unconsciously for Golf in the Playing Zone Silence your Inner Critic and Play Positive
Confident Golf For most players good golf is primarily based on making use of both the analytical conscious
and automatic and instinctive unconscious parts of our minds. In fact, I recall him saying much the same thing
to me, when I played with him in , just a few weeks before he won the US Open at Hazeltine. You have to be
really focussed and mentally strong to stay in the zone for that length of time. Well, they seem to be in the
zone only for the time it takes them to plan and play their shots. However, he certainly seemed to be in the
zone for the few seconds it took him to hit the ball. Build a series of unconscious triggers or anchors to take
you automatically into the Playing Zone and step you systematically and unconsciously through your pre-shot
routine, your rehearsal swings, your shot routine and your post-shot routine Zone out your inner critic and
reinforce your positive inner guardian or champion so you naturally play golf more positively and confidently
Isolate and set aside all distractions that interfere with your concentration in the Playing Zone. The Playing
Zone â€” Hypnosis Session The first hypnosis session is simply called The Playing Zone and it helps you
build a series of unconscious triggers or anchors to take you automatically into the Playing Zone and step you
systematically and unconsciously through your pre-shot routine, your rehearsal swings, your shot routine and
your post-shot routine. What I want to achieve is a set of cascading triggers that take you automatically
through from the moment you arrive at the ball through to the time you release the results of the shot and walk
on to the next one. Some of the top players are now using anchors or triggers like these, but they have to
consciously remember. Self-talk, otherwise known as internal dialogue or intrapersonal communication, is one
of the main functions of our conscious mind. It allows us to make sense of our conflicting thoughts and to
express our ideas and feelings to ourselves. Most of the time we talk to ourselves internally and sometimes,
particularly after a bad shot, we share our self-talk with everyone in earshot. Many golfers regularly talk to
themselves in a negative or even abusive manner on the golf course. The abusive self-talk is often far more
offensive than you would normally use in public. Just imagine how you would feel if your fourball partner,
foursome partner or your caddy said the same things to you after you hit a bad shot. Positive self-talk is what
you want to be using and it really comes into its own when we are internally analysing and evaluating
complex choices in our lives. Have you ever had one voice in your head proposing an ambitious shot with a
driver and another one encouraging you to make a more conservative shot with an iron? The second hypnosis
track, Zone Out your Inner Critic, starts by building a powerful, calm, relaxed and resourceful set of feelings.
This prepares you to learn more about your inner critic and the hidden meaning behind its negativity. The
session also helps you unconsciously learn more about and strengthen the powers of your much more positive
and resourceful inner guardian or champion. Concentration on the Zone Hypnosis Session I was intrigued to
hear some years ago about a then fairly obscure European Tour player by the name of Philip Archer. What
piqued my interest was his reputation for winning the pro-am events on the Wednesdays before the main
tournaments. In fact, he often won them with a course record. This contrasted with him then scoring badly on
Thursday and Friday and missing the cut. His problem was finally diagnosed as over-concentration. When he
played in the pro-ams, he concentrated briefly on his own shot and then hurried over and focussed his attention
on the amateurs. After all, they were paying a lot to be there, so he felt he had a responsibility to help them. As
a result he only focussed on his own game when he was planning his shots and hitting his own ball. When Phil
played in the main tournament, he felt that, as a professional golfer, he had to concentrate hard for the whole
time he was on the course. The good news for Phil is that a good golf psychologist pointed this out to him and
helped him find a way to relax between shots in the main tournament. Once he did that, he unleashed and
fulfilled his potential as a professional golfer by winning on the European Tour. Some of these will be the
usual golf related things, like thinking about your score, your swing, course conditions â€” the list is endless.
There are also the thoughts you bring to the course that have nothing to do with golf apart from getting in the
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way of Golf in the Playing Zone. Golf in the Zone.
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3: Golf in the Zone
Golfing in the Zone: The Short Game [Ron Dizinno] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. Examines each of the three key aspects of golf's short game (putting, chipping, bunker play).

Add all products described in the promotion to your Shopping Cart one of two ways: The value of the Bonus
item will be reflected on the final order checkout page and will be allocated proportionally to all promotion
items in the Shopping Cart, including the Bonus item itself. This promotion is only valid over a given date
range. Therefore, it can happen that products placed in your shopping cart late at night may have ceased to
qualify for this promotion by the time you reach the checkout. Only products for which the Product Detail
Page displays this promotional message qualify for this promotion. Products for which the message is not
displayed, regardless of the nature of the product, are not eligible for this promotion. This promotion only
applies to products listed by the merchant indicated in the promotional message. The promotion does not
apply to products listed by other merchants on the Amazon. For example, if the promotion is applied to
products supplied by Amazon. Products purchased on Amazon sites other than Amazon. Unless exceptions are
displayed in the promotion details, the promotion will be applied to the eligible product with the lowest price.
The promotion will only be applied if all items eligible for the promotional offer are purchased in a single
order. The promotion will only be applied to closed orders that fulfill all miscellaneous conditions of the
promotion, and are shipped to a single delivery destination. The delivery of the products may be at different
times, so please bear this in mind. However, if the products are delivered separately, the discount will be
divided but the discounted total price will be unchanged. Substitute goods will not be provided, and goods that
have sold out will not be sold again at a later date. The promotion will be applied to products purchased via
the shopping cart. Depending on the promotion in question, 1-Click orders may not be eligible. Shipping fees
and service charges will be charged to all products, including products eligible for the promotion. In some
cases, it may not be possible to combine the promotional content with other promotions, including Amazon
gift cards for use in promotions. If you have any questions, please contact the merchant running this
promotion.
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4: Playing Golf in the Zone - iAwake Technologies
3. We have all seen Tiger in "The Zone". He has such a focus that he can stop his swing if a camera clicks as he starts
his down-swing. Jack Nicklaus said that he had to visualize the flight and landing spot for each shot.

Just read our last article, Golf and the Alexander Technique to learn more. I love that the book is very
conversational. For example, dropping tension that does not serve you. Tension is such killer in sports and
everyday life, too! The AT will bring this to light. But actually giving us ways to do it consistently is
something else. If you ask one hundred people to point to where their head sits on their spine at least
ninety-five will point to somewhere on the back of and half way down the neck. The actual joint, known as the
atlanto-occipital joint, is higher than most people appreciate and it located towards the center of the skull. Ask
your friends this question and see where they think it is. So why does this matter? How will it help your golf?
The muscles attached at the base of the skull are connected at the other end to the top vertebrae, and these are
the most sensitive muscles, by some distance, in your body. These tiny muscles help coordinate muscle
activity in conjunction with the other senses. You could be preventing your reflexes from coordinating your
movement. There are really quite eye-opening. Try it yourself and see. I have had a few nice Twitter
exchanges with Roy and, well, you can see what he said below: Golf should have a sense of ease about it NOT
struggle. All in all, a terrific book that will give you much to think about and hopefully not much to think
about at all! Get the paperback or Kindle edition at Amazon here: The only thing I wish I could change is the
cover. It somehow does not professionally represent the quality of information in it.
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5: Are you â€œGolfing in the Zoneâ€• | GOLFSTR
Product Description. Anchor Hypnosis Unconsciously for Golf in the Playing Zone. Silence your Inner Critic and Play
Positive Confident Golf. For most players good golf is primarily based on making use of both the analytical conscious
and automatic and instinctive unconscious parts of our minds.

He needs to be focused. If his attention is not totally on the detail of the setup, the swing and the finish then he
does not score well. Could this be the problem for most want-to-be-golfers? I know that I can par 3 or 4 holes
in a row and then my mind goes into overdrive. I tighten up and swing harder and faster. My brother-in-law
sees me do this and eggs me on. This should be my wake-up call. It is the same thing that happens when you
add up your score after 9 holes and start planning to break 80 or If one of your golfing partners starts ribbing
you about your low score, it just messes with your mind. You need to visualize your shot exactly the way this
ProTracer Photo shows this result. He has such a focus that he can stop his swing if a camera clicks as he starts
his down-swing. Jack Nicklaus said that he had to visualize the flight and landing spot for each shot. He sees
the flight path and visualizes his swing to make it happen. Have you ever been told that your practice swing is
perfect but your swing at the ball is totally different? Many of us freeze-up and swing with our arms and forget
to keep the body moving through the shot. You just forgot to keep your body rotating with your arms. When
you are not in the zone, you get uptight. You focus too much on your arms and forget that your body shift and
rotation are just as important. If you want to score well, keep you focus on each swing and stay in the ZONE. I
received a few and one even came in from St. Send your emails to sales golfstr.
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6: The Golf Scoring Zone Is Twenty-Five Yards and In | The Recreational Golfer
Golfing in the Zone: The Long Game and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle. Learn more Enter
your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App.

The six characteristics that allow one entrance into this state include: These six processes are considered
necessary and sufficient to enter this psychological state. Suggestions are provided to aid the athlete in
achieving this condition. A visit to the zone is unforgettable. Well exactly what is the zone? Is it a real
psychological state? If so how can we teach athletes to find it at will? The American Heritage Dictionary
defines the zone as "an area, region or division distinguished from adjacent parts by some distinctive feature or
character. Obviously it is a psychological place not a physical one. It is distinguished from ordinary golf in
many ways. It feels phenominalogically different and your performance is far superior to your average round.
It is as if you are in a totally different psychological skin entirely. What are the features that set one apart form
ones usual functioning while in the zone? It is these unseen characteristics that we will explore in this paper.
Confidence This commonly used psychological concept is defined as "a feeling of assurance or certainty,
especially concerning oneself. Confidence is ephemeral and is often triggered by a series of good shots. When
one starts to hit a series of good shots confidence is a possible temporary result and this may be maintained if
one can manage the excitement and remain calm. This is the first and perhaps the most crucial step to entering
the zone. The ability to remain calm while playing well is probably connected to ego strength and self-esteem,
the feeling that you really are a good player. When your expectancy to play well is matched by your actual
performance one remains relaxed and in cognitive consonance. If one starts to play well, unless one carries
self-esteem this will induce anxiety which leads to self-doubt and poor performance. Positive expectancy and
confidence are key features to the zone. As mentioned above a critical aspect of confidence is the expectancy
that you will hit your next shot well. After you hit some good shots you begin to expect to repeat this.
Operationally this translates into the following. When you are over the shot you will more likely visualize
your next shot more vividly and clearly. Positive visualization is a basic imagery technique proven to enhance
performance and we see it is a key feature of playing in the zone Suinn, To enhance confidence and enter the
zone more frequently get into the habit of visualizing your shots during the pre-shot routine. The more vividly
you imagine your entire shot and maintain this visualization during the two seconds of the swing the more
often the ball reaches the target. Focus Another reason playing in the zone provides such spectacular pleasure
and great results relates to the intensity of focus involved. Someone could hit the player on the head during the
swing and he would still execute well when he is in the zone. This level of focus is far different from ordinary
focus in golf. It is customary to hear golfers complain about slight banter around them and ask for silence.
That is a sign of poor focus and not being in the zone. I can recall being so focused in one college tournament
that after I made a 10 foot putt my caddy apologized to me for dropping the bag as I putted. My response was
to say I did not hear a thing. Focus in the zone means that your attention is fully preoccupied with the task at
hand and the focus is both non-verbal and positive. Goldberg suggests that being in the zone is like being in
harmony with the universe where the mind and body become one. This is a basic tenet of zen philosophy
which promotes the connection between mind and nature and mind and body. Focus is related to these
concepts of harmonizing. When attention is focused on the target exclusively the body joins this focus by
hitting it there. The discipline of focusing mind on target is dependent upon imagery processing. Verbal
processing takes you out of the zone and visual processing takes you into the zone. When the mind is trained
to visually perceive the target and maintain this perception throughout the two seconds of the swing you get
into the zone. One is literally zoned out of normal states of interaction. This type of pleasure during play or
work in the zone is intrinsicly motivating and perhaps a reason people devote so much time to golf. They seek
out the pleasure and pride felt while playing in the zone. He like so many other non-psychoanalysts
misinterpreted sublimation. All sports derive their pleasure from a combination of sensual and aggressive
instincts. When the eyes, and the muscles are used in unison without interruption from the verbal processors
great pleasure is felt. To the extent that golfers learn to rely on their visual and kinesthetic apparatus and not
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their verbal skills they find pleasure, enhanced performance and calmness. The more the player learns to
simply walk and look rather than to verbally think he is taking a step closer to being in the zone. I often teach
my athletes to ask a single question to themselves 18 times during the round. As they walk onto each tee they
are instructed to ask themselves "Am I having fun? If they answer no they are not having fun then it is time to
make an adjustment in attitude. I ask them to start looking at nature, start breathing more deeply and start
seeking pleasure, joy, and fun as they proceed through the round. Non-verbal sensual practice of looking
listening and feeling nature around you will promote energy and calm. This form of zen meditation enhances
performance and helps one to find the zone more quickly because it puts you more in touch with your body
rather than your mind. Golfers tend to be more intellectual and obsessive and any exercise that takes them out
of their intellect and into their bodies is useful for performance. Relaxation As previously discussed, playing
with confidence can produce great golf scores and this can lead to anxiety. How does the golfer maintain a
sense of relaxation during the round no matter how well he is playing? A significant part of remaining in the
zone is the ability to stay calm no matter how deep you go. Exactly how is this done? One method is with
visual imagery. Imagine yourself pulling a little basket behind you. It is attached to you by a ten foot rope.
Keep placing those negative and fright-producing thoughts such as "Oh No! I have never been this low before!
Excitation Ironically just as calm is a necessary ingredient to getting into the zone, excitation is also. Too little
or conversely too much intensity will hurt performance. How does one produce excitement and manage it
well? We all want some excitement in our lives. This is a primary reason that athletes play sports. Excitement
is felt when you are about to defeat an opponent or best your former personal record. Excitement in this
context relates to aggression. She teaches her charges to remain silent for the entire round. I believe this
technique is so effective because it removes the player form the psychological interactions usually experienced
during the round. When this is done it is far easier to feel less guilt or conflict about acting aggressively about
winning. It is a truisim that narcissism helps athletes perform better since the narcissist sees people as objects
and thus rarely feels guilt about aggression or about hurting someone. It may be inducing a temporary healthy
form of narcissism which allows the golfer to master and to manage his or her excitement and aggression
without guilt or conflict. With this they remain in the zone for longer periods. This very useful technique is
surprisingly difficult to put into effect and you will find that most amateur golfers are more concerned about
their social image than their score thus will not take the risk to be seen as cool or aloof by remaining silent.
Summary The zone is that unique place that indicates one is in the right physical, emotional and mental space.
The five keys to open up the zone are confidence, focus, pleasure, calmness, and excitation. One needs to learn
to think kinesthetically and visually. One needs to master the art of calmness despite feeling great pressure and
excitation. These are some to the keys to arriving at that very pleasurable and unforgettable place known as the
zone. Psychological Studies in Flow of Consciousness. Human Kinetics, Champaign, Illinois. Current Theory,
Research and Application. Intensity regulation and athletic performance. In Van Raate and Brewer Eds.
Exploring Sport and Exercise Psychology. American Psychological Association, Washington D. We look
forward to your comments and feedback. Simply e-mail Athletic Insight.
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7: British Masters: John Terry shows off golfing talents in Sky Zone | Golf News | Sky Sports
Silence your Inner Critic and Play Positive Confident Golf. For most players good golf is primarily based on making use
of both the analytical conscious and automatic and instinctive unconscious parts of our minds.

We all want to golf in the zone, and of course many of us have. Yet what makes it so elusive? Why does it
seem to be almost like an accident!? Are some people able to "get there" and others are not? What are the
signs you are in the zone? Is there a way to get there consciously? Players from every era speak of certain
tournaments where they were clearly in a highly elevated state that allowed them to play their very best. And
do so with the least amount of effort. Here are some keys: Clarity of thought - decision making seems natural
and worry free. What club, when to go for it, how to play each hole, are all approached with the same sense of
certainty. Intense focus - this might be one of the most talked about characteristics of being in the zone. There
is an uncanny ability to remain completely "zoned in" as it were. No matter the situation. Self absorption with
the object of attention - This is the hallmark of a true peak state. When this "place", so to speak, is reached, no
outside distractions even enter your field of awareness. Many athletes speak of literally hearing nothing
around them. Like being inside a bubble. There is much more to golf in the zone yet these 3 key areas are like
your internal sign-posts that confirm its presence. You can learn to develop incredible mental acuity to this
state and even learn how to get their by choice. It expands on exact processes for entering your unique zone.
You have all the power you need and every resource within you. The trick is learning how to access your
potential. You can save years of frustrating searching. My skills are in this specific area so your game will
reach levels you might only be dreaming of at this point. Golf in the zone will become a reality sooner than
you might imagine I encourage you to develop your own inner gifts and learn how to explode them into your
game. It is the ultimate rush when you know you can access your peak states at will!
8: Mental Golf Articles by Joan King | Positive Mental Imagery
Playing golf in the zone - We have all heard athletes speak of playing in the zone, yet what does this mean? What is the
zone, really? What is the zone, really? Is it just some concept players use to explain how they played so well?

9: Playing Golf in the Zone
How can I stay in the zone on the golf course? Well the zone is just really an area of the player being in peak
performance. They are completely at one with their golf swing and the zone is where you perform to your best.
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